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Contact Us You can contact our head-office directly, also you can contact our agent which is near you. Of course, free live-chat is available and you can get help immediately. Phone : 86-21-61182468 Address : Nankang Offort Road No.470, Kangqiao Industrial Area Beijing, China 100021 Tel : +86-21-61182468Deep in the Mulu sector, an ASI team is beginning their descent to Mars’ surface. It’s a routine trip, intended to take the team up to the Interplanetary Gate and then across the surface to the Gateway Station. Unfortunately their ship picks up a telemetry glitch before arriving at their target. They’re sent into the depths of space to determine what went wrong. Or at least that’s what they hoped. Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to help these ASI folks on their trip to Mars! Welcome aboard the Return of the Mulu Troopers, coming to you live from the depths of space and the Gateway
Station. We will be sending out our three new heroes, Colonel Ron Archuleta, Private Tyler Hunter, and Private Kathryn Harrison on a mission to scan Mars’ surface and detect any anomalies. Once they arrive at Gateway, they can link up with the ASI operations, and look for the cause of the telemetry glitch. Will they find the cause of the glitch? Tune in to find out! Don’t forget the Holo-Help! Our heroes will be relying on you to make their journey to Mars
possible. As they descend to the surface, will they have enough food and oxygen to make it through? What about their survival equipment? It’s going to be a long, dangerous journey, and we need your help! The ASI team is going back to the surface and the gate for one reason: to earn their merit badge. They’ll be placing a marker on Mars and returning to Gateway with a return signal so they can earn the badge. Will they make it back to the base safely and
successfully? Or will they be lost to the depths of space, or worse yet, possibly not? We also want to send our gratitude to the listeners who assisted us in getting the ASI crews to Gateway. A big THANK YOU to you all. The Mars File As always, here
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